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erkhampstead isn’t about teaching subjects, it’s about teaching children.
I believe that we provide an education that is not about possessing the
‘answers,’ but understanding the importance of the questions. We are a
place where the children learn to respect others, become tolerant toward
all points of view, not necessarily to accept them as their own, but to
understand why someone else might hold them. And our efficacy cannot
be measured in numbers.
However, in the last 5 years…
1140	Sports matches have been played against other schools.
44	Children have performed in the National Children’s Orchestra
or National Children’s Choir.
80%	Of the children who took the Grammar School test have
gained a place.
70	Independent School Music, Art, Sport and Academic Awards
have been gained.
3	Times the Chess Team have won the County League
and Cup Competition.
But most importantly…
100% Of the children are appreciated for their special qualities.
Glance through this edition of the Berky Blazer and you’ll see evidence
of these achievements… and imaginative teaching everywhere!
Music matters enormously. Our wonderful Spring Concerts, held at
the Pittville Pump Room, once again showed that Music is at the heart
of Berkhampstead. Every child from Year 2 to 6 - and most of Year 1
performed in this fabulous venue - and what performances! I make no
apologies for asserting once again that there can be no school of similar
size that comes close to us for inclusivity and musicality. It was wonderful
to experience the strong feeling of community engendered by the Spring
Concert. It certainly confirmed the most recent ISI report’s findings that
we have ‘highly supportive parents’.
What a privilege it is to be Head of such a school!

Richard
Richard Cross
Headmaster
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FLIPPING
MARVELLOUS PTA

Martin Cole

M

r Cole joined the Berkhampstead
Prep team in 2002 and currently is
responsible for a Y3 form. He teaches Maths,
English, History and heads the Critical
Thinking department. A keen chess player,
he has brought his love of the game
to Berky and runs a thriving club.
Your earliest Berky memory?
After being offered the job by the
Head, Mr Owen, I made an undercover
appearance at the summer fete where
I chatted briefly to Mrs Agg who was
running the Splat the Rat stall with great aplomb. Soon afterwards,
I met my new form’s parents at the Y3 induction evening and had to
field a host of questions that I couldn’t remotely begin to answer. That
seems like yesterday but I’ve been here fifteen years now, man and boy.
What did you want to be when you were younger?
I wanted to be a music or sports journalist for a while. I used to sit
in the press box at Sheffield United and pen match reports for the
university paper. I’m aware this will mean nothing to most people but
Tony Currie once made me a cup of tea.
Have you always loved chess?
Yes, for as long as I can remember. This might surprise my colleagues
but I wasn’t especially talented at sport as a child but I was hugely
competitive. Chess allowed me to enjoy amazing battles and
I simply loved playing for my school team. Running chess at Berky
is very fulfilling. It is lovely watching the youngest children learn the
fundamentals of the game and then seeing them develop into really
useful players. I find fixtures against other schools so exciting too. The
current Berky chess team is very talented; I love watching it in action.
Which trait do you most admire in a Berky child?
Individuality, for sure. I think that each and every child in the Prep is
a brilliant character in their own right. The school is a lovely blend of
rich personalities and ‘being a bit different’ is encouraged.
What do you especially enjoy about being a Y3 form teacher?
I love looking after a Y3 form. My bunch arrive appearing so young
and a wee bit nervous about being in the Prep and suddenly not
being the oldest. A year on and they seem so assured and grown up
and confident. I like watching them all grow in stature throughout the
year. They are great fun to spend time with.
What is special about Berky?
It is like a big family. I’m very comfortable about being part of this
community and that hasn’t always been the case throughout my
working life. I can be myself all day and I’m thankful for that. The
wonderful people I work with are close friends first and colleagues
second. The children are utterly delightful and I’m so appreciative of
the parents too. I seem to spend a large chunk of each working day
laughing. How lucky am I?
How do you relax?
I like books, films, music and mooching. I go to a fair few concerts
and try to go to one or two ‘boutique’ music festivals every summer.
I’ve got the travel bug too. I’ve been to SE Asia a couple of times in
the last year or so and, this summer, a pal and I are embarking on
a lengthy road trip across the States.

NEW IPADS
We were delighted to receive a new set of Apple iPads at the start of term.
They are a superb resource for supporting the teaching in a variety of lessons and we now
have 2 class sets in Prep, I in Pre-Prep and I in Early Years (iPad minis). The children are able to
have their own ‘account’ so that their Computing work is secure and will remain so during their
time at Berky. The older children are also able to access their work at home to complete work
started in class. Computing lessons (from Pre-Prep) include computer coding, animation, esafety
and digital media. The children are also taught how to research topics, create presentations
and projects as well as how explore the internet safely.

Prep children perfected their running pancake
tossing for this year’s House Pancake Race
event. Now in its seventh year, this popular
Berky House competition was staged for the
first time on the MUGA. The excited crowd
- made up of parents, teachers and Pre-Prep
children - witnessed speedy sprinting, impressive
tossing technique and great team spirit.
This year St Andrew’s were the winners
of the much-coveted pancake trophy.
Afterwards,
the PTA kindly
provided
pancakes for
all the children.
The PTA term
was rounded
off with ‘Cake
at Break’.
Thanks to
our wonderful
PTA.

THE SALLY LEE
KINDNESS CUP
YEAR 2 RISE TO
THE CHALLENGE
To tie in with this term’s Tudor studies, Steve
Ackland (PTA Chair and Y2 parent) came
into school one day to help them explore the
secrets of Tudor Bread.
Bread was a staple part of the diet in Tudor
times and Mr Ackland explained how bread
would have been made hundreds of years ago.
The children made their own loaves with a
mix of flours, including coarse stone-ground
wholemeal flour from some ancient English
varieties of wheat. The children measured and
mixed their ingredients, kneaded their dough
and eventually shaped it so that each child had
created a bread roll, which was then left to rise
and prove.
There was a great deal of excitement as the
bread came out of the ovens and it was all we
could do to resist biting into them straight away!

SAVING
LIVES AT SEA
We have been proud to
support the RNLI Lifeboat
charity this term. Harry A, a Year 2 School
Council rep had suggested the charity;
his father Steve was in the Merchant Navy and
his grandmother lives on the West Wales coast
- there is a RNLI lifeguard at their local beach.
So the Year 6 School Council leaders,
Ollie A, Naomi F and Amelia K, had invited
a representative to come in to school to talk
to the children in assembly. Mr Bartholomew
talked about the work of the RNLI and showed
videos of some of the sea rescues.
We were amazed to hear how much coastline
is covered - 19,000 miles - and how much the
equipment costs. The School Council raised
plenty of money - £309 by holding a Blue Mufti
Day, a Fun Run and a Sea Poem Competition.

28th April 1958 - 19th February 2017
Mrs Lee was a much loved Pre-Prep
teacher who joined Berkhampstead in 2003.
Bearing in mind her interest in - and
influence on - encouraging the qualities
of good citizenship and emotional wellbeing in the children, we have chosen to
remember Sally with a special award given
half termly to a child in Pre-Prep who
has consistently
shown
caring and
consideration
for others.
This award
will be called
‘The Sally
Lee Kindness
Cup.’ The first
recipient of
this cup is
William J.
GA
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News

reception

from pre-prep

WHat a busy term we
had learning all about
our bodies and the
emergency services!
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A term of discovery

Kindergarten
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he firework-filled night sky on Bonfire
Night ignited the Kindergarten children’s
imaginations, and inspired us to learn all about
Space. With a striking display of a night time sky
with stars and planets, the construction area
was transformed into the inside of a spaceship,
complete with seating for a fleet of astronauts
and a complicated looking control panel. The
children’s imaginations were well and truly
fuelled - they were no longer Kindergarten
pupils – they were intrepid astronauts exploring
outer space!
The children were very amused by the story‚
‘Aliens Love Underpants,’ and made some super
observations about the difference between
the aliens’ home and Planet Earth. During the
story we heard that the aliens love racing in
their underpants, so our fun loving children

went outside and took part in their own
space-inspired races! They then got creative,
and designed and painted their own underpants
for another fabulous display, with some very
familiar faces (their own) in spacesuits and
rockets. The children put their knowledge of
numbers to good use when left with a huge
pile of numbered alien underpants washing.
The children cleverly pegged the pants onto a
washing line in number order: 1-10 and 11-20.
Refuelled after a week off at half term, we
returned to school to concentrate on ‘Time’
and our ‘Visual Timetable’. The children took
part in circle-time discussions about their
daily activities to build their understanding of
sequencing. Using a large interactive analogue
clock, the children soon learnt the purpose of
the big hand and the little hand. They used

their existing knowledge of numbers to
determine the o’clock hour.
What better way to put into practice what they
had learnt about time than by making their own
clock and playing ‘What’s the time Mr Wolf?’
We all had a great time in the playground!
The last week of term was great fun. We joined
Reception for an Easter Party Day and played
really fun games such as “Pin the Beak on the
Chick.” We got busy making Mother’s Day cards,
practising our scissor skills, carefully sticking
down petals and flower pots, writing ‘I love you,’
and completing our pretty cards with a rainbow
of glitter. We joined the rest of the school
for a special Mother’s Day service at All Saints’
Church and were reminded why our
mothers are so special.
C L-D

A visit to At-Bristol Science Centre at the start
of term was a great introduction to the topic
‘Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes.’ The children
loved the hands-on exhibits in the Body Basics
area. Here they met Mr Stuffee, a giant doll with
removable internal organs, who helped them
learn about digestion, the heart, and how we use
our senses. Everyone was keen to write about
the trip, so we discussed how the sequence of
events should be recorded in the right order,
and what words we could use to connect them.
The children wrote some fantastic recounts!
Using mirrors to observe face shapes and skin
colour, the children painted some wonderful
self-portraits. They carefully mixed colours for
their skin tone, and added features such as eye
colours, shape of nose and mouth. Their finished
portraits looked remarkably like them, and each
child deserved to be very proud of their work.
The children enjoyed finding out how we can
keep healthy. We discussed what we
mean by a ‘healthy diet’ and they were
challenged to create their own lunch
using pictures of food. Some very healthy
lunches were created.
Everyone was surprised to find food
scattered all over Reception one day, and
wondered who had made such a mess? We all
agreed it could be ‘The Tiger who came to Tea.’
Sophie - the little girl in the story - wrote a letter
asking the children to write a menu for the tiger.
The completed menus, with alliterative words,
were fantastic!
After half term, our topic was ‘Accident and
Emergency,’ and we enjoyed a series of visits
from the emergency services. The sound of
sirens ensured the Reception children were wide
awake when paramedic Shane visited with his
ambulance. He talked about when you need to
call 999, and our excited children were allowed
to look inside his ambulance and paramedic kit!
Lindsey the vet also gave the children a
fascinating insight into her working life. She talked
about how she treats a variety of ailments in
different animals, and the children all agreed that
vets have a tricky job as the animals can’t tell
her what’s wrong. Lindsey also brought in some
horse bones for the children to handle.
Later in the week, Dr Butler visited and spoke
about being a doctor. She brought in her medical
bag containing lots of interesting items and
the children had to guess what they were.
They then pretended to be doctors and
used stethoscopes to listen to each other’s
heartbeats.
Dr Breach, an anaesthetist, talked all about
preparing for an operation. The children
donned gowns and masks and pretended
to be patients. They were then challenged to
administer CPR on ‘Annie’ the resuscitation
doll. This busy week ended with a visit from
the Fire Brigade. Needless to say, the children
were all delighted to aim the fireman’s hose!
Phew! A very busy term. H R-W

Reception call in
the emergency services!
999
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Wildlife
garden

“

ABOVE ALL WATCH WITH GLITTERING EYES
THE WHOLE WORLD AROUND YOU, BECAUSE THE
GREATEST SECRETS ARE ALWAYS HIDDEN IN THE
MOST UNLIKELY PLACES. ROALD DAHL, THE MINPINS
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back to nature
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ach week, donning wellies and raincoats,
and armed with clipboard and pencils, our
Reception children take part in a ‘Forest School’
inspired session. With the focus on fresh air
and hands-on learning, the sessions take place
in our specially designed wildlife garden, on the
edge of the Pre-Prep playground. The garden
was designed by Mrs Taylor in the summer
of 2015, and her vision was to incorporate
as many different natural environments as
possible. The result of her careful planning is an
impressive mix of natural environments such
as a pond, wildflower area, herb garden, raised
vegetable bed, bird tables, a bug hotel known as
‘Bughampstead’ and a seating area of logs used
as an outdoor classroom. The children were
involved as much as possible in building the
plot - they helped dig the pond and plant the
hedging for instance.
Berky’s version of Forest School is led by Mrs
Jessica High, and with her wealth of Forest
School knowledge, the children eagerly
anticipate her fun, outside adventures. “The idea
is to engage all the senses”, enthuses Mrs High,
“I aim to inspire a love of the natural world, and
to keep the children in touch with the great
outdoors.” So each week she plans a different
nature walk or activity for the children - the
sessions are always hands-on, and the children
are encouraged to get their hands dirty. One
week the focus might be on listening - perhaps
for birdsong or insects - another week, the
children will be encouraged to closely observe
what is around them, often with magnifying
glasses. Another week, the children may
concentrate on touch. Findings are recorded on
their clipboards. Often art is created with what
the children discover around them; the children
might use a twig as a paint brush, clay, wood
or mud to create lovely, organic art. The nature
rubbing week was particularly popular with the
children, and they loved seeing the patterns

made by the rings on a tree stump,
or the veins on a leaf. “I like seeing
how old the tree was by looking at
the rings,” commented Bertie, while
Gideon reported that “Scribbling on
the log made a lovely ‘circly’ pattern”.
Useful life skills are picked up by our
young naturalists. Planting seeds is
always popular: an activity often requested
by the children, particularly the planting of
sunflower seeds. The children are taught how to
take care of living things, as they observe them
grow over time. One week food was made for
the birds by threading Cheerios onto string:
Four-year-old Ben commented, “We made food
because the birds are hungry,” and Chloe added
that she “liked threading”. Safety is an important
issue addressed in each lesson; the children are
taught to be safe near water, for instance, and
shown the correct way in which to use tools.
Mrs High is full of ideas for future outdoors
sessions, “The learning opportunities for our
young children in our wildlife garden are
boundless.” she says.
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here has been a mouth-watering smell
of chocolate coming from the Pre-Prep
building this term!
Year 1 have studied ‘Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory’ and several of the characters even paid us
a visit (although Willy Wonka looked remarkably
like Mr Cross!).The children bombarded
Mr Wonka with questions such as, ”What are the
names of your Oompa Loompas?” and “What do
you eat for breakfast and supper?” (Chocolate,
of course), and “How much chocolate is there in
your chocolate river?”To everyone’s delight,
Mr Wonka then pulled two chocolate bars out
of his pocket - a ‘Golden Ticket’ for each class,
entitling every child entrance into Cadbury World.
Certainly the chocolate samples fuelled our
enthusiasm about the trip, but we all agreed
that the Cadbury World day out was brilliant!
The children saw the Cadbury’s factory in action,
learnt all about the history of chocolate, and the
rich heritage of Cadbury’s chocolate in particular.
All the children wrote about their trip, and Eddie
enthused, “It was amazing, I so loved it!” Meanwhile
Nancy enjoyed learning about the history of
chocolate, “We saw a lady who showed us how
they did it a long time ago.” Following their visit
to the factory, the children has fun designing their
own chocolate bars, and printing the chocolate
design in the art room. Packaging was designed
and brought to life using pastels.The children next
thought about how their bars would be made
and then spent a hectic, hands-on DT day creating
imaginative models of the machinery!
Our Chocolate topic has provided Year 1
with endless learning opportunities. Elaborate
chocolate sculptures were inspired by chocolate
and food artist Prudence Staite, experimenting
in Science included melting chocolate to make
Krispie Cakes to see for ourselves a ‘reversible’
change and making chocolate biscuits to witness
‘Irreversible’ change. We even made our own
chocolate truffles. We invited Mums and Dads to
watch our assembly and everyone agreed that it
was delightful. AS

a little magic can
take you a long way...
roald dahl

Terrible tudors
and slimy stuarts
Year 2 travel back
in time 500 years

his term has been fascinating for Year 2;
they have been learning all about London
and its rich history! They travelled back in time
over 500 years to find out all about the terrible
Tudors. By studying the Royal Family Tree, they
learnt about Tudor Kings and Queens and just
how extravagant life was for a Tudor royal.
A fantastic trip to The John Moore Museum in
Tewkesbury enabled the children to get hands-on
with Tudor life, looking at how the buildings were
made and what it was like living in a merchant’s
house.The children were full of fantastic questions
for the museum guides and can now tell you all
about Tudor timber-framed buildings!
Moving into Stuart times, the children were
particularly captivated by the gruesome details
of the plague and how it changed life in England.
They enjoyed learning about traditional herbal
plague cures, and even bottled their own,
complete with labels listing ingredients!
The Great Fire of London was another
source of fascination for our Year 2 historians.
The children wrote and illustrated their
own information books documenting the
main events of the Fire and then discovered
why the fire was so destructive. They even
experimented - with Mr Taylor’s help - with
different materials to see which ones were
flammable and which weren’t. They finished
the term looking at modern London and all
of its famous landmarks! H.C.

London’s burning,
London’s burning!
Year 2’s peaceful morning was suddenly
interrupted by the arrival of a messenger
from King Charles II and six very important
people. The children were charged with the
task of finding out all about the Great Fire of
London and what could be done to prevent
such a terrible fire happening again. Through
a series of exciting activities including a quiz,
an outdoor DT activity which involved a
great deal of water and a test of memory,
the children were able to form their own
ideas which they presented to King Charles
himself at the end of the day.
King Charles was most impressed by the
children’s excellent problem solving skills,
team work and ideas for a safer London
and rewarded each of them with a pouch
of gold and silver coins. They also had a
banquet fit for a king at lunchtime, complete
with homemade jelly and blancmange,
magnificent boar’s heads and candlesticks,
‘ale’ and ‘wine’! GA
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Spring Concert

Berky children raise the roof at the Pittville Pump Room!

‘B

eware of working with children and
animals’ is the given wisdom for budding
actors! Not only did we work with 190
marvellous Berky children, but three Pigs and
a ravenous Wolf for our Spring Concerts
this term. Roald Dahl’s well-known Revolting
Rhyme ‘The Three Little Pigs’ was the finale
to two thrilling concerts featuring all our
ensembles and every child from Y1-Y6.

10

Pre-Prep Choir and Ukelele Band entertained
us with their delightful enthusiasm and
strong voices in songs from ‘Mary Poppins’
and ‘Shoestring Blues’. Some confident
performances from our beginner group ‘Jigsaw’
and Junior Choir who were ‘Lost in Space’ with
‘Aliens!’ followed. Y5 pupils shone in Guitar
Club with Mr Titley and Mrs Sallis, singing
‘I’m a Believer’ and ‘Blowing in the Wind’ with

percussion players from Y6.
Mr. Agg’s CelloRhythmics gave their first
performance with ‘Star Wars’ arranged for
seven cellos and bass and were then joined
by Berky Bows for a beautiful arrangement of
a piece by Piazzollo, directed by Miss Ginns.
Jazz Band, under the guidance of Mr Hampton
and Mr Stillman, showed what fabulous players
our wind, brass and rhythm instrumentalists
are with ‘Tequila’ for the big band and
‘Jericho’ with the Y6 Jazz Combo playing some
impressive solos in a self-directed group.
The afternoon concert concluded with the
tremendous sounds of Samba from Y3 and Y4 almost literally raising the roof!
Back to the Pump Room for the evening
concert with VoxBox, Chamber Ensemble,
Berky Blowers, Keyboard Orchestra and

Percussion Ensemble. Yet again, each group
performed confidently with a great sense of
performance and musicianship. The teachers
who direct each group arrange and even
compose the music specifically for pupils.
The variety of music on show during the
concerts was huge, from delicate classical,
folk and modern styles through jazz, samba
and improvised percussion.
Finally, Prep children, Narrators, three Pigs,
Little Red Riding Hood and a Wolf gathered
for the re-telling of their story through songs,
action and music - accompanied by our
fabulous band of professional musicians,
Mr Stillman, Mr Agg, Mr Hampton and
Mrs Sallis. The audience responded to the
hilarious rhymes, action and wonderful
costumes with great enjoyment and laughter
as Berky pupils raised the roof again! PM
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News

from prep

yet more Chess success
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It has proved another exciting term of chess at Berkhampstead School. Our very strong
chess team has completed another campaign and for the second season in a row has remained
unbeaten. Two trophies have been retained. A knock-out cup final against St. Gregory’s saw
Berkhampstead emerge 5-1 winners while the district league championship was wrapped up
after a nerve-shredding 4-2 victory at home to Holy Apostles. Toby has skippered the team
with real pride and determination this season and he deserves plenty of plaudits. His core
team of Jack (who has played on Board 1 with real style), James, George, Ollie and Toby has
proved enormously skilful and determined. Rhys has captained the ‘B’ team with considerable
resolve too.
The school chess clubs have been busy with lots of individual duels being fought on a weekly
basis. At the time of writing, the leagues in the Y456 club remain undecided but Griff has
become the Y3 Division 1 champion. Oli has topped Y3 Division 2 while Division 3 saw
Charlotte win the league. The annual Berky chess congress proved a huge success yet again.
Plenty of our young players qualified for the county Megafinal while Toby, Jack, Finian and
Griff won prizes for becoming the Y6, 5, 4 and 3 champions respectively. Musketeers Club
continues to meet at the school on Friday evenings and plenty of our players go along to
develop their skills. Next term sees House Chess, the Y2 club and the staff vs. pupils match.
Berkhampstead will also host the annual Cheltenham Schools vs. Gloucester Schools fixture. MC

Pikes at
the Ready!

Berky chess players win back-to-back district doubles

cross country report
The Cheltenham Primary Schools’ Cross Country League consists of 4 races ending with the very
daunting St Edward’s course which involves a few tough hills. The Berky boys and girls always give
it their best effort and are to be congratulated on running so well in a field of at least 150-200 girls
and boys for each race. Running consistently well for the boys this year were Ollie R, and the two
Georges, L and de B-T and for the girls Lovisa, Florrie, Holly and Rosannah. Well done to all our
fantastic Berky cross country runners. Colours are already held by Lovisa and this year they also
go to Holly B, George de B-T, Florrie H, Rex L, Katie L, George L, Rosannah M and Ollie R. LW
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500 WORDS WINNERS
This year’s winning stories took us on quite an
adventure. A pleasant walk through the woods
turning sinister as night falls, to a lone wolf
coming to the rescue as an avalanche wreaks
havoc on a mountain. Spy kids solving crimes on
Snake Island to one lucky girl meeting four great
authors from the past and getting to explore
their books. From orphanages and gigantic FullEnglish Breakfast eggs, to newly found magical
powers and space battles, all this year’s stories
were a joy to read. See Page 17 for more
about 500 words. BE
Winners of the in-house 500 word competition:
Daisy H (Y6), Catherine W (Y5), Simran D (Y4),
Joy C (Y3). Runners up: Amelia K (Y6), Emily W
(Y5), Hattie S (Y4), Griff L & Ollie S (Y3)
Highly Commended: Nic M, Evie T, Milly J, Henry
W, James E, Zoe C, Adam R, Leslie M, Emily G,
Francesca R, Georgie J, Hazel C, Jack E.

In the Frame
Malvern St James School opened its doors
one Saturday morning in March to showcase
art from local primary schools in its annual
Primary Schools’ Art Exhibition. Sixteen
works of art created by Berky pupils - from
Reception to Year 6 - were selected, ranging
from a Reception bunny in mixed media, to a
Y5 Wayne Thiebaud pastel study to Year 6
ceramics. We were thrilled that Sarah D (Y5)
and Emilia F (R) were Highly Commended, and
Nancy B (Y1) and Art Scholar Nic M (Y6) were
winners in their categories. Michelle Bareham,
Head of Art, commented, “I am consistently
impressed by the creativity of our pupils, and
I am particularly proud of all the exhibitors
selected for this year’s show.”

The Year 5 children had a wonderful day in
Worcester experiencing life in Stuart times.
Part of our day focussed on the Civil War, with
children handling muskets and pikes, as well as
trying on some amazing soldier’s outfits. During
Pike drill children marched as one to the
haunting beat of the drum.
Our next workshop gave us an insight into
the baggage train which travelled with the
soldiers. The most popular character amongst
the children was the surgeon, who operated
on some willing Berky volunteers. There were
some shocked faces when they saw that no
anaesthetic was to be offered.
Finally we had the more relaxing task of making
our own beeswax candles, as well as writing
in Stuart style with quill pens. The Year 5s
benefited greatly from the trip and were an
absolute pleasure to take. PMc

St Andrew’s
Create a Splash!
The cheering is always deafening at the
Prep Swimming Gala, and this year was no
exception! All the children swam a length
of front crawl, then backstroke and finally
a breaststroke length for their houses.
Some of the Year 6 then blasted down
the pool with a length of butterfly, and the
gala came to an exciting conclusion with
the house relays. With the fantastic club
swimmers we have had here over the
last few years, records were going to be
hard to break, but there was one in the
very last race when the Year 5 and 6 boys
equalled the existing relay record. The final
results were the closest they have been
for years with only 19 points separating
the first three houses. Louise Walter was
impressed with St Andrew’s for winning
the trophy, but proud of all the children;
she commented, “Everyone gave it their
best shot and the children were
very supportive of each other,
particularly the children who find
swimming more of a challenge.”

Keeping Safe
At the start of January both the Year 4 and
Year 6 children went on trips to SkillZONE
in Gloucester. It is a fantastic purpose-built
environment for learning all about different
types of safety. The Y4 children visited the Water
Safety and Park area amongst others whilst the
Y6 visited the Magistrate’s Court and a Police
Custody Suite. Everyone agreed that they had
learned something new about how to keep safe
whilst having an interesting and fun time. MB
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Bright beginnings

nursery
nursery

Introducing the first of a regular feature
on our wonderful Berkhampstead Day Nursery

W
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hen Berkhampstead Day Nursery first
opened its doors five years ago, there
were just six children and four members of
staff in two rooms. The premise was to create
a Day Nursery that reflected the values of the
highly respected Berkhampstead School, and
to extend this ‘Berky’ experience to the very
young. Our enviable reputation soon spread,
and the Nursery quickly grew, and we now
have up to 70 children - from three months to
school age - attending each day, and employ
24 staff to look after them! We boast five
spacious and stimulating classrooms and have
recently introduced a soft play room - complete
with ball pit and plenty of colourful soft shapes
to climb and explore. This new room is proving
a huge success with our youngsters!
We benefit greatly from our association with
the School. Berkhampstead was founded by
Edna Andrews 70 years ago, as a ‘happy and
nurturing place,’ and here at the Day Nursery,
we are always mindful of this. As a tribute
to Mrs Andrews, our friendly Edna Bear and
Andrew Bear stand happily outside the Day
Nursery, greeting the children as they arrive
each morning. This bear theme continues in
the school. ‘Berky Bear’ is a familiar character
in the School Early Years department; he is
often taken home by the Reception children
for special achievements. Berky Bear travels the
world - the children love taking him on holiday!
We benefit from the school’s fantastic
facilities. Our Pre-Schoolers enjoy a baking
session each week in the School’s cookery
room, and all age groups use the Andrews
Centre’s well-equipped Early Years gym.
We often use the school’s new
Multi-Use Games Area which is
located just beyond our playground
and our children often play in the
Pre-Prep’s playground. Recently we
were lucky enough to be given a set
of iPads by the school.
Our Pre-Schoolers attend Early Years
Assemblies once a month, which helps
them to adjust to a school environment
and practise their all-important listening
skills. Mr Cross, the headmaster, is a
regular and welcome visitor here, and recently
we have welcomed Mr Titley to read stories
to our young charges. Mr Titley is one of
the Prep School teachers, and was my own
primary school teacher many years ago. His
story telling is legendary! All our meals are
cooked daily at the school, and our older
children enjoy eating them in our dedicated
dining room, enabling them to behave as
they will when they start school. Mealtimes
are lovely, sociable occasions for our children

and staff, and an opportunity to reinforce
good table manners. Our close association
with the School means the children are
able to progress to the school Kindergarten
should they wish, thus removing the worry
of changing schools. Those who choose to
continue to the School benefit from their
familiarity with the school surroundings
and staff.
We boast a spacious, specially designed
Early Years playground, with a fun climbing hill,
a large covered sandpit and water trays. Our
lovely nature garden is a great area for the
children to explore, and is a constant source
of fascination for the children, particularly its
mini pond with fish and minibeasts. There
are opportunities to get messy in the ‘mud’
kitchen, and the large scale construction area
provides a great space for imaginative play.
We know that a great outside space provides
an abundance of learning opportunities, so we
have plans to further develop the outside area.
Watch out for growing planters, and logs and
tyres for our energetic youngsters to clamber
over and explore!
The Day Nursery is currently undergoing
a makeover. Inspired by the Reggio Emilia
approach to Early Years learning, we are
moving towards a more natural and homely
feel with soft greys and wood effect floors.
We have introduced cosy rugs and lamps and
have provided more wooden furniture and
plenty of natural resources for the children
to explore. The aim is always to inspire
their curiosity and imagination. As part of
the transformation, we will be changing our
classroom names to reflect the Berky Bear
theme of the School. The new room names will
be: Bear Cubs, Cuddly Bears, Fuzzy Bears, Teddy
Bears and Wise Bears. The new bears will be
appearing on the classroom doors very soon.
I am very proud of the Day Nursery. It’s a
happy, friendly place and the staff are loving,
approachable and highly motivated; we all
work really hard to provide the best care
and education for our children. EC

About Nursery
Manager Emily

I am one of five children, and from
an early age I enjoyed helping to look
after my younger siblings. This sparked
a passion for childcare, and steered me
towards a career in looking after young
children. I have over 10 years experience
in working with children, and have been
at the Day Nursery since it opened five
years ago. I have worked my way up from
Nursery Practitioner to Deputy Manager,
and then in August, I took over the
Manager’s role. I love the challenges the
role brings! Undoubtably the best part
of my job is seeing the children happy,
smiling and having plenty of fun. I am
full of ideas and have plenty of exciting
plans for the Day Nursery, including the
Nursery refurbishment. My own son
Seth attends the Day Nursery and has
just moved up to the Ladybird Room.
Having my own son has further fuelled
my passion for providing the very best
childcare, and to create an atmosphere
where Pre-School children can flourish
and grow. It’s an extremely important job
as we are helping to shape the lives and
early experiences of the little people in
our care. I now understand from
a parent’s point of view what it is like to
leave your most precious possession in
the hands of someone else, and this new
perspective has helped shape the high
expectations I have for the Nursery.
In May, I am expecting my second baby,
so life will soon get even busier!
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500 words

Write Stuff.
the

English at Berky

T

he English department at Berkhampstead
aims to equip pupils with a robust command
of the spoken and written word. With lessons
throughout the school that are imaginative, creative
and fun, we hope to instil in our children a love
of reading and writing that will benefit them in
their future education and bring them lifelong
enjoyment. We value the skills of speaking and
listening, and incorporate drama into our teaching;
the children are regularly read to, and sometimes
we invite authors in to school. It is also of great
importance to us that our pupils develop a
thorough understanding of grammar, punctuation
and spelling, and by the time pupils leave us in Year
6, each should be equipped with the confidence
and vocabulary to respond to a wide variety of
literature both accurately and imaginatively.
Here is a snapshot of just some of the wonderfully
inspiring English teaching seen throughout the
school. The children have added a few comments!

Metal Mike

Metal Mike needs help to blend sounds to
make a word. Our Kindergarten children love
playing this Bingo-type game to help them with
their Letters and Sounds.

“I sound out the letters to make
a word. It is fun because I know
more sounds now and I am
good at it.”

Hot seating

Charlie Bucket - from Charlie and The Chocolate
Factory - sat in the ‘hot seat’ and Year 1 asked
him plenty of questions to discover more about
his character. The children took it in turns to play
the role of Charlie. They were then able to write
a list of questions (with question marks) as well
as descriptive character profiles!

“I liked asking the questions
because it was fun when my
friend pretended to be
Charlie Bucket.”

Reading set texts

Reading and enjoying a variety of literature is
vital. In Years 3 – 6 the children read a range of
set texts in class giving them the opportunity
to explore and experience these pieces of
work together. It’s a chance to develop new
vocabulary, and figurative language and develop
empathy for characters in differing situations.

Once a year, the Prep children’s imaginations
are left to run riot as they take on the 500
Word challenge. It is one time in the year
where the teachers are not dictating the
topic, genre, style or setting and the children
can travel to whenever or wherever they
wish. Using the skills learnt in lessons they
create some truly inspirational, sometimes
bizarre but always wonderful stories.
Each child writes their own story within the
confines of the 500 word limit. As a school,
we then run an in-house competition
where winners, runners up and highly
commended stories are chosen per year
group. The runners up and winning stories
are then read out in assemblies, giving
the children deserved acknowledgement
for their work as well as entertaining and
inspiring the rest of the school. The stories
are also submitted to the BBC Radio 2
National competition; we wait to hear if any
of our stories are put through to the next
round. Obviously if it was down to us, we
would put everyone through! The children
have worked incredibly hard and it’s been
a true pleasure watching them developing
and building their ideas.

“I like it because we can
let our imaginations go free.
You can write about whatever
you want.”

“I like being able to discuss the
book. Sharing my opinions and
talking about what’s happened.
We don’t always agree with each
other, which I think is good.”

Reading buddies

This new initiative is something the children
love doing. For the older children, they take
on the responsibility with great resolve and
devotion. They enjoy the interaction with
the younger pupils and give supportive and
encouraging feedback. The younger children
look up to their buddies and enjoy discussing
their books with the older children. Building
relationships and respect across the age
groups is wonderful to see.

“I like helping the Year 3s with
words they find tricky, and
being able to explain things
to them.”

Town Criers

Year 2 learnt that in 1666, the most
effective means of communication was by
using town criers. Language needed to be
succinct. Donning costumes, the children
read their news to the rest of the class.
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“I enjoyed getting into groups
and working out what we
could write together. ”
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Sports

U11B | Football

reports

U8 | Football

The Buffaloes and Bisons were two evenly
matched teams that both had a good football
season. The boys in both teams performed well
throughout all of their matches and improved
their skills as the term progressed. In every
match all of the boys put in 100 percent and
never gave up no matter what the score line
was. At the beginning of the season it is fair to
say that things were a little chaotic as almost
everyone just chased the ball, but by the end
we were thinking about our positions and
who best to pass to. Our control of the ball
improved and we were also able to make
stronger tackles. A great season.
Well done boys. TM
Teams: J Barron, O Bird, M Cleland, R Goulding,
O Simpson, A Snell, J Wilks, W Billings,
A Doughty, J Ellis, S Lauriault, A Lewis-Borman,
G Loffhagen and H Wheeler.

U9 | Football
The U9 boys had a mixed season of football.
They took a game or two to develop their
teamwork, but they listened well in coaching
sessions and soon improved. The first match
of the season against King’s Gloucester was
unfortunately a loss. However, this was
followed by a festival at Cheltenham College,
and the boys won almost every match! The
next match against Wycliffe was a narrow loss,
but they played fantastically. We lost against
Hatherop too, but went on to secure draws
against Richard Pate and Beaudesert. At a
tournament hosted by Hatherop, we won a
match, drew one, and lost one. The final match
of the season was at Bredon, a draw. All the
boys have worked hard this season. George
has performed brilliantly in goal, and he’s been
supported well by Ed, Andrew, Oscar, Euan
and Harry in defence. Oscar H joined us at half
term and he played well in midfield working
fantastically with Jensen, Luke, Noah and Finian.
Euan was a solid defender, and worked hard to
support the midfielders. Well done boys! DB
U9 Team: O Afseth, J Ayland, F Cooper,
H Dowds, L Flexman, O Hughes, E Macnish,
A Perris, G Rea, E Stewart, N Wheaton.

U11A | Football
The U11A team started the season with a
rather fortuitous 1-0 victory against King’s
Gloucester. They had the majority of possession
and shots on goal but with a great defensive
effort and amazing goalkeeping by Sam, we
managed to sneak a win. We knew we had
much to work on and in the subsequent
training sessions and matches a style of play
began to develop. This was evident in a fine
3-0 win at Rendcomb and a very close 4-3
defeat by Wycliffe. The Wycliffe match was a
cracker where the boys came from 3-0 down
to be drawing 3-3 with 5 minutes remaining.
A last gasp winner by Wycliffe clinched the
match but in no way took away the gloss from
a very fine performance by us.
Draws against King’s Worcester and Hatherop
brought us to half term. In the second half of the
season the theme of draws continued with 0-0
results against St Edward’s and Bredon. The final
match of the season against a strong Beaudesert
side resulted in our second loss by 3-0.
From the first game of the season to the last
the boys looked like a completely different
team. Passing and movement off the ball made
for some fluid play and the progress that they
made was superb. The boys worked very well
together and were adaptable and flexible in
the positions that they played.
Sam was athletic in goal and the defensive
play by George, Jack and Adam often made
life difficult for the opposition forwards. Benji,
James S and Charlton were an energetic and
hard working combination in midfield. Harry
and Ollie R showed great skill and creativity and
their play often led to our best chances on goal.
Bertie and Rumhann were both live wires up
front and Ollie A proved to be reliable player
in a variety of positions. As a team they showed
a great never say die attitude and were always
enjoyable to coach. Well done to all of the
boys for an excellent season. PMc
U11A Team (all awarded colours):
O Armstrong, H Barber, B Bird, G de BurghThomas, B McInnes, J Paterson, S Perris,
O Rendell, A Ryder, J Shaw, C van Staden
Outstanding Awards: O Rendell, H Barber,
S Perris, A Ryder.

This was a season where the players often had
to face teams that were better than they were.
They battled with determination. Rhys was
our top scorer. However, Ethan can probably
claim goal of the season with a fantastic blast
from the half way line that saw the ball hit the
underside of the cross bar and go in. In the
midfield Ethan chased the play magnificently.
On the wings Rhys, Charlie and Jack made great
runs. The defence of Toby, James E, Charlie,
Nic and Henry were great in battling for the
ball. On several occasions Rex was called on to
make impressive saves. He often was the player
that kept Berky in the game. Up front, James
E and Hugo all played their part, losing their
defenders and giving themselves opportunities.
Although we only ended with one victory this
season the boys can be pleased with their
improvement over the course of the term.
Towards the end of the season the passing
was much better. In the final game they really
split the opposition defence. However it is the
resolve and grit of the players that has really
been noticeable. MT
U11B Team: H Bawtree, J Ellis, R Lewis,
R Loffhagen, C Makins, T Martin, N Milne,
J Paterson, H Whistler, E O’Yando,

U11C | Football

The U11C team have had a great set of games
this term from which we have learnt a lot from.
The team will admit that they don’t necessarily
possess the silky skills that some the other
players do but they more than make up for
this with great enthusiasm, determination and
camaraderie. The season started with a fine
3-0 win against Beaudesert with James E scoring
a hat trick - and was immediately promoted to
the B team! We also celebrated wins against
King’s Gloucester and St. Edward’s, but found
goal scoring a problem - lots of chances but
nothing going in. Charlie D has led the side
well - playing with a smile and encouragement
for his troops. The defence has been solid
with Oliver O, Edwin, Peter and Max showing
steely determination not to let anyone through.
The midfield and attack of Eliot, Oliver W,
George L, Will, James C-G, Jasper and Archie
have shown some great skill and creativity
which led to many chances over the 7 games.
The highlight though was the finger-tip save
from Benjamin J in the Hatherop game which
ensured we came away with a draw. Of course
the boys also enjoyed the post-match teas in
all the games! Well done boys. RC
U11C Team: E Atkinson, J Ayland, J CarderGeddes, C Dunning, G Lockwood, B Jenkins,
A Mills, O Osborne, W Parkin, P Sinden,
M Sissons, E Stojanov, O Wiles.

U8| netball
Girls’ football

For the first time we were able to enter two
teams in the Cheltenham Schools Girls football
tournament. All of the girls did us proud. The
Berky Bears played three matches. They drew
0-0 against Leckhampton, beat Warden Hill B
1-0 and were victorious against Grangefield by
1 goal to nil. Our goals were scored by Izzy and
Sarah. We then had to wait for the last game to
see if we would progress to the semi-finals. It
was a tense affair and with two minutes to go,
Leckhampton scored the goal that took them
through to the semis. We were level on points
with them but they had scored one more
goal than us. Nevertheless this was a fantastic
performance.
The Berky Buffaloes were also on fine form.
In their first match they lost 2-0 against a strong
Warden Hill A team. Although we created
several chances, we could not find the net.
Next up was a 1-1 draw against Lakeside and
a 2-0 victory against St John’s. Evie was our
sharp shooter in front of goal. All the girls
performed with great energy and with a bit
of luck could have gained more victories.
Both teams finished second in their group and
played some excellent football. To have played
six matches and lost only one is a very fine
achievement. They were a delight to take and
have been great to coach throughout the term.
Well done, girls! PMc
Team: H Brown, E Collins, Z Cleland,
K Crichard, S Doughty, E Emberson, I Fletcher,
N Flexman, F Hampton, F Harvey, A Holder,
L James, A Keogh, K Lillywhite, H Mackay,
R Mackay, L More, F Parkin L Stewart, E Terry,
E Vintcent, C Whistler.
Colours awarded: E Collins, I Fletcher, L James,
K Lillywhite, H Mackay, R Mackay, F Parkin,
L Stewart, E Terry.

Foo tba ll sta ts
played won lost
U11A	 8
2
2
U11B
5
1
4

drawn
4
0

U11C	 7

3

3

U9

1

9

2

4

U8 Bisons

3

8

3

5

U8 Buffaloes 8

0

5

3

Girls

0

3

1

2

6

The U8s have played a fantastic first netball
season at Berky! Their footwork, passing and
teamwork skills were amazing, and it has
been really pleasing to see their awareness of
tactics and play progress. The blue team lost
to Cheltenham College, Hatherop Castle and
RPS and won 6-3 against Dean Close and
5-4 against St Edward’s. The red team lost to
Cheltenham College RPS and St Edward’s, and
won against Dean Close 1-0. Well done to all
under 8s, you have all played very well - what
a shame the season has come to an end! KJ
U8 Team: I Atack, D Bond, P Bond,
D Brackstone, C Butler, D Cain, J Charley,
P Collins, H Crompton, C Farr, R Fenton,
I Keogh, V Madden, J Malloy, P Martin,
K Ponsford, E Tebbutt, G Wayt, E Wallington,
A Wheeler, M Woodward.

U10| netball

What an amazing few months it has been!
Both ‘A’ and ‘B’ teams celebrated an undefeated
season. The girls worked hard in training
sessions, improving their footwork skills and
pace and accuracy of passing. All the girls were
impressive with their determination and focus
this season; they were not going to be beaten!
The team spirit within both ‘A’ and ‘B’ squads
has been excellent; this has certainly been a
contributory factor to their success. The ‘A’
team capped their season by winning the U10
Netball tournament at Richard Pate – worthy
champions! Well done to all the U10 girls a season to be proud of! JH
U11A Team: A. Ellison, E. Emberson,
F. Hampton, A. Holder, L. More, J. Rayner,
E. Vintcent, M. Ward, E. Wragg.
U11B Team: Z. Cleland, K. Crichard, H de Wit,
S. Doughty, I. Freeman, R. Madden, C. O’Connor,
G. Pierce, C. Whistler, D. White.

U9| netball
The Under 9s have had a wonderful netball
season during which they have thoroughly
matured as players and have played superbly
as a team in each of the two squads. Between
them, they have won 9 out of their 13 matches,
with the U9As only losing 2 of their matches
and the Bs winning their last match convincingly
against St Edward’s 10-1. As their netball skills
developed with match experience, they gained
in confidence and became more fluid with their
play. Watch out for these girls in the future!
They are already achieving netball success and
I predict much more of the same is to come! CMc
U9A Team: V Boddana, S Dubb, B Dunning,
S Griffiths, D Oakley, H Sampson, E Sissons,
M Wrathmell. U9B Team: E Godding,
E Hurcombe, G Johnson, F Rayner, I Rutherford,
L Sherborne, E Sissons, A Thomas.
netball stats
played won lost

drawn

U11A	 5

3

2

0

U11B

5

4

1

0

U10A	 5

5

0

0

U10B

6

6

0

0

U9A	 8

6

2

0

U9B

5

3

1

1

U8A	 9

3

6

0

U11| netball

Both the U11A and B teams have had a
tremendous season. After both teams lost
to Richard Pate in the opening match of the
season, and the As lost against the College, it
was onwards and upwards. The A team’s court
play was hard and fast with fantastic defending
and great shooting at the other end of the
court. Wins were secured over Hatherop
Castle, Rendcomb, King’s Gloucester, St
Edward’s, and in the most exciting game of the
season, against Beaudesert, which they won by
10-8. The B team worked well together and fully
deserved their success. An early victory came
against the College where they played with
speed, skill and determination. Other results
were wins against Beaudesert, St Edward’s,
King’s Gloucester and a draw against Rendcomb
- but against their A team. Both teams should
be proud of the high standard they have
achieved this season. Well done!
U11A Team: E Collins, I Fletcher, L James,
M Jenkins, A Keogh, K Lillywhite, H Mackay,
R Mackay, E Terry, E Wheaton, who are all
awarded their colours. LW
Outstanding Awards: E Collins, I Fletcher,
L James, K Lillywhite and H Mackay.
U11B Team: H Brown, C Crompton, K Dowds,
N Flexman, E Griffiths, D Harcourt, F Harvey,
A Keogh, R Mackay, F Parkin, L Stewart.
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TALENT, PRIDE, DETERMINATION
PARALYMPIAN PISTOL SHOOTER ISSY BAILEY SHARES
HER STORY WITH A CAPTIVATED BERKY AUDIENCE

O
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07775 630899

n a cold and frosty morning in January,
we welcomed Paralympian Pistol
Shooter Issy Bailey to speak in assembly, and
to officially open our wonderful games facility,
the MUGA. As a result of a car accident in
2013, Issy is paralysed from the waist down.
Before her accident, she played many sports including hockey - to a very high level. When
she was at Stoke Mandeville Spinal Injuries
Centre, sport was re-introduced as part of
her rehabilitation, and despite her disability, she
discovered a love and talent for wheelchair
badminton and wheelchair rugby, as well as an
outstanding skill in shooting.
In assembly she spoke about her journey to
reach the Rio 2016 Paralympics, and inspired
us with the GB Paralympian message -

to recognise our own talents, take pride in
them and be determined to succeed. The
children and teachers were captivated by her
heartfelt and frank stories of struggling against
adversity and by her refusal to allow barriers
to stand in the way of her dreams. Her insights
in to the Rio games - and the training involved
in preparing for them - were fascinating, and
our inquisitive children asked many searching
questions about her motivation, training, and
exactly how she reached her goal despite all
her challenges.
Headmaster Richard Cross was just as
spellbound as the children, and enthused,
“There aren’t many times in your life when you
meet truly inspirational people but Issy is one of
those. She has shown tenacity and great skill to

overcome her difficulties … and to succeed
with a smile - Perseverantia Vincit.”
Issy then kindly stayed to officially open the
MUGA - watched by Years 2-6 - and spend
further time with the children, answering even
more questions and signing autographs.
Our House Captains - Ellianna C, Rowan M,
Katie L, Henry W, Toby M, Hugo B and Ollie
R were thrilled to be photographed with her
by the Echo. Everyone was thoroughly inspired
by Issy’s visit, and were left in little doubt that
the secret to success is a combination of hard
work, commitment, practice and passion.
We are all hoping Issy will be selected for the
Tokyo Paralympics in 2020, and achieve her
next ambition of winning a medal.
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